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Drew gets second interview with Bucks

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Larry Drew is a finalist for the head coach position with the Bucks and will have a second interview with the team
Wednesday, he told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution.

Drew remains under contract as the Hawks head coach until June 30. He received permission from general manager
Danny Ferry to pursue other opportunities while the organization considers its future direction.

Drew had an initial interview with the Bucks on May 20. He is now one of two to receive a second interview. Lakers assistant
Steve Clifford was scheduled to have an interview Tuesday, according to the Milwaukee Journal Sentinal, but he has
reportedly agreed to terms to become the Bobcats next head coach. The paper also reported that Rockets assistant Kelvin
Sampson is the other finalist and he will also interview Wednesday.

Ferry recently told the AJC that he would interview other head coach candidates. He said Drew would be under consideration
to retain the job he has held for the past three seasons.

In his initial interview with the Bucks, Drew spoke to Bucks owner Herb Kohl, general manager John Hammond, assistant
general manager Jeff Weltman, director of scouting Billy McKinney and director of player personnel Dave Babcock.

Drew, 55, has a 128-102 record in three years with the Hawks and led the team to the playoffs each season.
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Posted by -sting- at 11:39 a.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

late news break herre folks.

here is an article for you slimj on your hawks:

http://sports.yahoo.com/news/york-knicks-five-point-plan-2013-offseason-123500098.html

did you read it and go, well duh? did he use any science to come to his conclusions, vava?

Posted by km42 at 12:28 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

LD winning percentage of .550? Sounds like we go exactly what we expected. 

Hawks continue to not be respected in the league, the TNT crew and a continuation of the same issues in Year 2 as is Year
1. 

Same issues in Game 2 vs. Pacers vs. Game 1. 

We need a program builder, and the next team will see the same thing.

Posted by cp229 at 12:51 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Good luck to LD

Can we get some info about what prospects will be working out for the Hawks? Adams and Franklin are the only two guys I
have read about that will be in for a workout.
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Posted by Sautee at 1:58 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Another day, and another night have passed and still slim continues to be a coward.

A coward who made specious claims about OBrien and me, and then refused to back them up.

slim, it's not that hard to say "I misspoke". But until you do, I will post about your cowardice every day.

Every day slim.

Posted by JaeEvolution at 3:42 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oG8mWEI81h0

I thought Jamaal Franklin's biggest weakness was his perimeter shot? Yes, I know being in a gym with open jumpers
doesn't mean you are can shoot come game time, but Mike Scott was in that same workout last year, and his jumpshot was
very serviceable in the limited time he played.

I wasn't sold on Franklin, I know some were high on here about him primarily cp, but I've completely changed my mind on
this guy after seeing his scouting video. Love his defensive energy, his non stop motor, monster competitor on the boards. I
think he could be an Iman Shumpert type for us if we select him, and he will most likely be there.

Posted by Sautee at 4:56 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

"I would suggest to you seek help tough guy." - slimjr

I AM seeking help, slim.

Your help.

You are the one who created this mess and you are the one who can put it to rest.

Just admit to being out of line. That's not hard to do, you've done it plenty in the past.

Posted by vava74 at 5:01 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

doc,

Read the article and midway I was expecting to hear about the Knicks needing to Spain the court with unicorn urine and that
Kidd would suddenly rejuvenate on account of that. 

Amateurish gibberish. Sounds like something a 15 year old would write. 
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Getting JR to focus? Chandler developing a face up game? 'Melo averaging 2 ast and 2 reb more? A'mare being healthy?

A guy like us can write that type of stuff. A guy being paid, no.

Posted by Slimjr at 5:20 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Yea, no news there doc... 

vava on a roll.. hahaha

Posted by Slimjr at 5:23 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Has anybody written a five point plan for your "Knicks"?

hahahaha

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 5:34 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Chris Vivlamore: Larry Drew has not had contact with Hawks since just before first interview with Bucks. Proceeding as if he
will not be back. #ATLHawks Twitter @ajchawks
Read more at http://hoopshype.com/rumors.htm#wHVr8ZzffRmiJ4gm.99 

Sweet.

Posted by 45cop at 5:34 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Hope Drew gets the job.

Posted by 45cop at 5:36 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

LOL. 

Sautee = bulldog. 

Give it up, Slim....
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Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 5:37 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Vava that's the Yahoo contributor network, not a staff writer for Yahoo.

Posted by -sting- at 5:41 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

buddy, it shows how shallow the net is for info if that is the response. where is yahoo's editorial responsibility.? until then, it
is all the same network or not. they do too much of that then reades go away or make fun of the whole of the product, no?

too funny vava.

Posted by -sting- at 5:44 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

urine? still chuckling. 

how about a shaman or two for that club as well? any ghosts to be reincarnated form the past like bradley, willlis, ewing?
gheesh.

big ray trying on a new suit .... brevity.

Posted by RamonReturns at 6:08 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Guys, check out this prospect. He's a 6'11 and 249 lbs. C, who is currently 18 years old. This time 8 months ago, he was
only 6'9. His video is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZcKVXi6gVA . 

Mouhammadou also has pretty quick feet, that are well enough to play pick and roll defense. He would be someone I would
roll the dice on in the second round. I would actually trade both of those second round picks, to move up to get him early in
the second round. With size that young, you could really develop him into at least a rotation player. 

Mouhammadou's biggest flaw was he was unable to attend the NBA combine. He was invited, but his team was currently
playing in the Pro B Playoffs.

Posted by Sautee at 6:09 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

So, MSG needs a smudge?
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Posted by RamonReturns at 6:32 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Well, now Milwaukee's opening is between 2 people. 

Lakers assistant Steve Clifford has reached an agreement in principle to become the Bobcats' coach, according to Yahoo!
Sports

Posted by RamonReturns at 6:34 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Steve Clifford had both Van Gundy's endorse him in his interviews. So perhaps MJ finally got it right. I must say though, MJ
got a raw deal when Larry Brown seemed to stop coaching altogether (like he did in New York).

Posted by Slimjr at 6:50 p.m. May. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

"Hawks continue to not be respected in the league, the TNT crew and a continuation of the same issues in Year 2 as is Year
1." 

19-22 on the road, 2-4 in the playoffs, well below .500 against playoff bound teams during the [regular] season..
Hmmmmmmm

Yea, respect will come once those numbers swing the other way.

" When you fling personal insults cooperation will elude you"
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